SIDEWIND DEFLECTOR
INSTALLATION and CLEANING
I - Sheet Number STMPD19 Rev.A

Visors are designed to be placed inside the window channel.
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70°-100° F (Install temp.)
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Roll down window. Buff the inside felt surface with Scotch Brite pad. Then clean with alcohol pad.
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Press the exposed area of tape against the surface and verify position.

Remove the tape from the front and rear flanges. Peel back 2” of tape liner from each end of top flange.
Slide the front end flange of the visor into position outside the window channel between rubber trim amd mirror cap. Then rotate visor up and slide top
and rear flanges inside the window channel. NOTE: Proper placement is important to prevent window from breaking flange during operation.
With the visor in final position, remove the remainder of the tape liner by pulling on free ends.
Apply pressure along the inside of window channel and flange edges to secure in place.
Roll up window and leave window up for 24 hours to ensure proper adhesion.
The drivers side rear visor attaches to the felt surface following the same procedure.
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IMPORTANT: Clean with a SOFT cloth and soap and water ONLY! Using abrasive cleaners, chemicals, or solvents will VOID the warranty on this product.
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